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1
 w x.In a radiotechnical problem H. Cartan and E. Cartan see 2, 4
considered the differential equation
x
Lx0 q r y f x x9 q s 0, 1 .  . .
C
where L, r, C denote respectively the inductance, the resistance, and the
 .capacity of a circuit, x is the intensity of the current, and f x is a
 .continuous even function of x, decreasing on R , f 0 ) r, andq
 .lim f x s 0.x ª`
 .Equation 1 belongs to the class of Lienard equationsÂ
x0 q f x x9 q g x s 0 2 .  .  .
with f , g : R ª R continuous.
 .In this paper we are concerned with the study of 2 from the point of
  .view of the oscillation of solutions a solution of 2 is oscillatory if there
 4  .exists a sequence t tending monotonically to ` such that x t s 0,n n
.  .n G 1 . In particular, we show that all nontrivial solutions of 1 are
oscillatory.
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2
 .Equation 2 is equivalent to the system
x9 s y y F x .
3 . y9 s yg x , .
 . x  .where F x s H f u du, x g R. Throughout this paper we assume that f0
is continuous and g is locally Lipschitz continuous: this guarantees local
 .existence and uniqueness for the solutions of the system 3 .
 .In the study of 2 , the classical assumption on the restoring term g is
xg x ) 0 for x / 0. .
 .  .When f x ) 0, results on the oscillation of solutions of 2 were given by
w x w x  . < <Burton and Townsend 1 and by Utz 10 . When xF x ) 0 for x large,
 . w x w xan oscillation result for 2 was given by Graef 6 . Hara and Yoneyama 7
w xand Villari 8 improved Graef's result: no restrictions on the sign of F are
 .required, but F x must be bounded below for x positive and bounded
above for x negative.
 .Our results provide sufficient conditions for the solutions of 2 to be
oscillatory under the more general assumption
lim sup F x ) y` and lim inf F x - `. .  .
xªy`xª`
w xWe complete the result of Villari 8 in a second way since our conditions
 . w ximply the global existence of all solutions of 2 while in 8 it was assumed
 .tacitly that all solutions of Eq. 2 are continuable in the future. In our
w xapproach we use the methods developed by Villari 8 and Villari and
w xZanolin 9 .
 .We denote by R the class of nondecreasing functions w g C R , R ,q q
 . `   ..  . x  .w t ) 0, for t ) 0, satisfying H durw u s ` and let G x s H g u du1 0
for x g R.
THEOREM 1. Assume that there is an e ) 0 such that
xg x ) 0 for x / 0 4 .  .
lim inf g x ) 0 5 .  .
< <x ª`
lim sup F x ) y` and lim inf F x - ` 6 .  .  .
xªy`xª`
< <xF x - 0 for 0 - x - e . 7 .  .
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If there is an w g R such that
g x max 0, yF x F w G x , x g R , 4 .  .  . . q
8 . g x max 0, F x F w G x , x g R , 4 .  .  . . y
 .then all solutions of 3 , except the tri¨ ial one, are oscillatory.
 .Proof. Let us first show that all solutions of 3 are defined in the
 .  .future. Note that by 4 and 5 we have that
G x ª ` for x ª "`. .
 . 2  .   .  ..  .Let V x, y s y r2 q G x . Along any solution x t , y t of 3 , we
have
d y2 t .
V x t , y t s yg x t F x t F w G x t q .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . /dt 2
s w V x t , y t .  . . .
and so, since
< < < <V x , y ª ` as x q y ª `, .
 w x.  .by Conti's theorem see 3 we deduce that all solutions of 3 are
continuable in the future.
 . 2 q .For any point P s x , y g R , we denote by g P the positive0 0
 .semiorbit of 3 passing through P.
We consider now the problem of the intersection of an arbitrary
 .  .  .trajectory of 3 with the isocline y s F x . We denote the curve y s F x
by a .
Let us show that
x g u du .
lim sup q F x s ` 9 .  .H 1 q F u .0xª` y
and
x g u du .
lim sup y F x s `, 10 .  .H 1 q F u .0xªy` q
 .   .4  .   .4where F x s max 0, yF x , F x s max 0, F x , x g R.y q
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 . <  . <In view of hypothesis 5 , there exist M, K ) 0 such that g x G K for
< <  .x G M. In view of 8 , we deduce that
w G x . .
F x F q sup F u , x g R , 4 .  .y qK < <u FM
w G x . .
F x F q sup F u , x g R . 4 .  .q yK < <u FM
It is not difficult to observe that the function w defined by0
w x .
w x s q sup F u , x g R , 4 .  .0 K < <u FM
belongs to the class R.
 . t   .   ...Let us denote W t s H g s dsr 1 q F s , t G 0. We have that0 y
g t g t .  .
W9 t s G , t G 0, .
1 q F t 1 q w G t .  . .y 0
and an integration yields
ds .G t
W t G , t G 0. 11 .  .H 1 q w s .0 0
`  Since w is nondecreasing, it is easy to see that w g R implies H dsr 10 0 1
 ...  .q w s s ` and so the relation lim G t s ` implies, in view of0 t ª`
 .  .11 , that W t ª ` as t ª `. We have thus
` g u du .
s `H 1 q F u .0 y
 .  .and hypothesis 6 enables us to obtain 9 .
Similarly we can show that
y` g u du .
s `H 1 q F u .0 q
 .  .and hypothesis 6 enables us to obtain 10 .
 .  .Conditions 9 and 10 permit an application of a result of Villari and
w x  .Zanolin 9, Theorem 2.1 to deduce that for every P s x , y with0 0
 . q .x G 0, y ) F x , the trajectory g P intersects the curve a at a point0 0 0
  ..  .x, F x with x ) x and that for every P x , y with x F 0 and0 0 0 0
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 . q .   ..y - F x , the trajectory g P intersects the curve a at a point x, F x0 0
with x - x .0
Some dynamical considerations will enable us now to prove that all
 .nontrivial solutions of 2 are oscillatory.
 .To show that all nontrivial solutions of 2 are oscillatory it is sufficient
 .to prove that any positive semiorbit of 3 intersects the y-axis in a finite
 .time. This will result from the following considerations see Fig. 1 .
 .  .Observe that the assumptions 4 and 7 guarantee that the origin is a
source and is the only stationary point.
 .We will show that all nontrivial trajectories of 3 are clockwise and that
 .a trajectory of 3 which passes through a point of a at x ) 0 must
intersect the y-axis at y - 0 while a trajectory which intersects the curve a
at x - 0 must intersect the y-axis at y ) 0.
 .First of all, for x ) 0 we have yg x - 0 so that a nontrivial trajectory
which intersects the curve a for x ) 0 can pass only from the part of the
 .  .semiplane x ) 0 where y ) F x to the part where y - F x . The same
remark applies to the semiplane x - 0: a nontrivial trajectory which
intersects the curve a for x - 0 can pass only from the region where
 .  .  .y - F x to the part where y ) F x . We also know that if A x , y is0 0
 . q .such that x G 0, y ) F x , then g A intersects a at a point of the0 0 0
 .  .semiplane x ) 0 whereas if C x , y is such that X F 0, y - F x ,0 0 0 0 0
q .then g P intersects a at a point of the semiplane x - 0.
To obtain the final picture we have to show that if a trajectory is starting
 .  . q .from B x , y with x G 0 and y - F x , then g B crosses the y-axis0 0 0 0 0
 .in the part where y - 0 and that a trajectory starting from D x , y with0 0
 .x F 0 and y ) F x crosses the y-axis where y ) 0. Together with the0 0 0
 .previous remarks, this ensures that the nontrivial trajectories of 3 are
FIGURE 1
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clockwise around the origin and leads us to the conclusion that all
 .nontrivial solutions of 3 are oscillatory.
 .We examine only the first situation the point B , as the second one may
be treated exactly in the same way.
 .  . q .Let B x , y with x G 0, y - F x be fixed. The trajectory g B0 0 0 0 0
cannot cross the curve a in the part where x ) 0 by previous remarks and
 .cannot accumulate to the only stationary point of the system 3 since the
q .origin is repulsive. To show that g B has to cross the y-axis at y - 0 we
 .have to prove that it cannot stay forever in the region x, y : x G 0,
 .4y - F x . If it could stay forever in this region we would have for the
  .  ..  .  .unique global solution x t , y t with x 0 s x , y 0 s y that0 0
0 F x t , x9 t - 0, y9 t F 0, t G 0, .  .  .
 . w x  .thus x t g 0, x , 0 F t, and lim y t s y` which is impossible since0 t ª`
the slope of the trajectory, given by
yg x .
y y F x .
  .  .is bounded for t G 0 big enough we have lim y t s y` and x t gt ª`
w x   ..   .. .0, x for 0 F t implies that F x t and g x t are bounded for t G 0 .0
q .This contradiction shows that g B crosses the y-axis at y - 0 and the
proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark 1. One should note that we allow in Theorem 1 that
lim inf F x s y` or lim sup F x s ` .  .
xª` xªy`
 .  .provided that F x and respectively F x have their growth for x ª `y q
  ..and respectively for x ª y` controlled by w G x .
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the differential equation
x0 q x sin x y cos x x9 q x s 0. 12 .  .  . .
 .  .  .Observe that F x s yx cos x , x g R, and g x s x, x g R. We have
that
g x F x F 2G x , x g R , .  .  .
 .so that, by Theorem 1, all nontrivial solutions of 12 are oscillatory. Since
lim inf F x s y`, lim sup F x s ` .  .
xª` xªy`
w xwe cannot apply the results 1, 6]8, 10 .
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Remark 2. Note that Example 1 can be also treated using the results in
w x9 .
The case when g is bounded is covered by
 .  .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that conditions 4 , 6 , 7 , and
G x ª ` for x ª "` 13 .  .
 <  . <4hold and that sup g x - `. If there is an w g R such thatx g R
F x F w G x , x g R , .  . .y q 14 . F x F w G x , x g R , .  . .q y
 .then all nontri¨ ial solutions of 3 are oscillatory.
 .Proof. If we define V x, y as in the proof of Theorem 1 and if
 <  . <4   .  ..  .M s sup g x , we see that along any solution x t , y t of 3 ,x g R
d
V x t , y t F Mw V x t , y t .  .  .  . .  . .
dt
 .so that all solutions of 3 are defined in the future.
To repeat the arguments of the proof of Theorem 1 we have to show
that
` y`g s ds g s ds .  .
s s `.H H1 q F s 1 q F s .  .0 0y q
 .To see this, observe that in view of 14 , we have
x xg s ds g s ds dt .  .  .G xG s ª `H H H1 q F s 1 q w G s 1 q w t .  .  . .0 0 0y
 . `    ...as x ª ` since G x ª ` as x ª ` and since H dtr 1 q w t s `1
y` .   .   ...w g R implies the latter . Similarly H g s dsr 1 q F s s `.0 q
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 .EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider 2 with
< <x for x - 1
g x s .  < <sgn x for x G 1. .
 .A simple application of Theorem 2 shows that all nontrivial solutions of 2
with the above g are oscillatory if for some w g R ,
 4max 0, x
< < < <f u du F w x , x g R . .  .H
 4min 0, x
In particular, all nontrivial solutions of
< <x0 q sin x ln 1 q x x9 q g x s 0, 15 .  .  .  . .
  .  .where g is as above, are oscillatory w t s t ln 1 q t , t g R , belongsq
.to R .
3
We are now concerned with the applicability of our results. With this
 .purpose in mind, let us return to the differential equation 1 .
Observe that
x 2r 1 x
F x s x y f u du, G x s , x g R , .  .  .HL L 2 LC0
 .  .  .  .so that 4 and 5 are clearly satisfied. Since f 0 ) r we have that 7
holds for some e ) 0 sufficiently small and the fact that f is even and
 .  .lim f x s 0 ensures the fulfillment of 6 : if M ) 0 is large enough,x ª`
< x  . <  . < < < <we have H f u du F rr2 x for x G M by a simple application of0
l'Hospital's rule. Also
< < xr x 2 r
2 2 < <g x F x F x q f u du F x , x G M , .  .  .H2 2 2L C L C L C0
thus
g x F x F w G x , x g R , .  .  . .
 .  .  <  .  . <4  .where w t s 4 rrL t q sup g u F u , t g R , and so 9 is satis-< u < F M q
fied.
An application of Theorem 1 enables us to deduce that all nontrivial
 .solutions of 1 are oscillatory.
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